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Figure 1: Left: complex layered materials with high-frequency, spatially-varying reflectance (e.g., albedo, roughness), micro-geometry (i.e.,
normal maps) and anisotropic participating media. Right: 2× zoom-in insets of equal-time comparisons – Belcour’s model [Bel18] is fast
but approximate, whereas our method reduces MSE by about 2−4× compared to the state-of-the-art in offline layered models [GHZ18].

Abstract
Layered materials capture subtle, realistic reflection behaviors that traditional single-layer models lack. Much of this is due to
the complex subsurface light transport at the interfaces of – and in the media between – layers. Rendering with these materials
can be costly, since we must simulate these transport effects at every evaluation of the underlying reflectance model. Rendering
an image requires thousands of such evaluations, per pixel. Recent work treats this complexity by introducing significant approx-
imations, requiring large precomputed datasets per material, or simplifying the light transport simulations within the materials.
Even the most effective of these methods struggle with the complexity induced by high-frequency variation in reflectance param-
eters and micro-surface normal variation, as well as anisotropic volumetric scattering between the layer interfaces. We present
a more efficient, unbiased estimator for light transport in such general, complex layered appearance models. By conducting
an analysis of the types of transport paths that contribute most to the aggregate reflectance dynamics, we propose an effective
and unbiased path sampling method that reduces variance in the reflectance evaluations. Our method additionally supports
reflectance importance sampling, does not rely on any precomputation, and so integrates readily into existing renderers. We
consistently outperform the state-of-the-art by ∼2−6× in equal-quality (i.e., equal error) comparisons.

CCS Concepts
• Computing methodologies → Rendering;

1. Introduction

Physically-based rendering (PBR) models have led to methods ca-
pable of producing images indistinguishable from photographs,
given sufficiently accurate geometry, material and lighting data. Re-
cent developments in surface appearance modeling have been fun-
damental to the growing ubiquity of PBR: spatially-varying albedo,

roughness and normal distributions can produce visually rich and
convincing results when combined with faithful simulations of the
underlying light transport.

The diversity of real-world appearance necessitates flexible, ex-
pressive appearance models. We are interested in the layered mate-
rial appearance, where simpler “single-layer” models fail to prop-
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Figure 2: Complex layered materials can include many layers,
each with spatially-varying surface and volume scattering. While
flexible, computing light transport inside these materials is chal-
lenging.

erly capture the aggregate appearance that results from subsurface
transport within-and-between the layers. Car paint, for instance,
comprises both a glossy and matte layer, each with their own (po-
tentially high-frequency) surface reflectance variations. Applying a
simple, e.g., affine, combination of the individual profiles fails to
capture the complex light transport occurring beneath the surface.

Faithfully simulating these effects is challenging, and can often
bottleneck a rendering system: a single point-wise evaluation of a
physically-accurate layered material model (i.e., for fixed incident
and outgoing directions) should account for the full light transport
simulation inside the material. Several accurate methods are limited
to non-spatially-varying, isotropic [JdJM14] and anisotropic [ZJ18]
interface layers. Recently, a simplified formulation more accurately
simulates multi-layer transport which, in turn, allows for arbitrarily
complex per-layer models [GHZ18].

We present a light transport model for layered materials that sim-
plifies the throughput computation inside, and across, layers. We
found that while full bidirectional path sampling of layered ma-
terial subpaths [GHZ18] is a sample-efficient strategy, the over-
head associated with path construction and multiple importance
sampling (MIS) does not justify the per-sample variance reduc-
tion. We demonstrate that a carefully constructed unidirectional es-
timator with a specialized next-event estimation to support an arbi-
trary number of interfaces both significantly increases performance
and simplifies implementation. We also identify and provide justi-
fication for estimator choices that significantly increase the perfor-
mance of our approach without introducing any bias.

Specifically, we present the following technical contributions:

• an analysis of which path sampling strategies contribute the most
to microscale light transport in complex layered materials,

• an unbiased, efficient path construction method to sample and
evaluate high-throughput, low-variance paths through an arbi-
trary number of interfaces and media layers, and

• a benchmark across many scenes, consistently demonstrating
∼ 2−6× performance gains over the state-of-the-art.

Our method supports complex layered materials with arbitrary per-
interface properties (Figure 2), including spatially-varying rough-
ness, albedo, high-frequency normal map textures, as well as
isotropic and anisotropic scattering media with spatially-varying
scattering properties between interfaces.

2. Related Work

Our approach builds upon the position-free framework of Guo et
al. [GHZ18], where microscale light transport depends only on
depth and direction. We briefly review and relate prior work on
layered materials and specialized sampling schemes.

Microfacet Models. Microfacet theory [BS63, CT81, BSN16] is a
powerful tool that allows us to model the scattering of light on a sur-
face in a well founded way. Recently, these models have been ex-
tended to support energy conserving methods that account for mul-
tiple scattering in the material [HHdD16, LJJ∗18]. While these im-
provements have pushed further the realism offered by the model,
the multiple scattering operations occur in the microfacets of a sin-
gle material and they cannot capture the resulting appearance of
a layered configuration in which light interactions depend on the
properties of each layer present in the material. While some meth-
ods extend microfacet models to account for layer-like structures,
e.g., thin transparent layers [GQGP17], these are restricted to such
fixed configurations.

Approximate or Precomputed Layered Materials. Hanrahan
and Krueger introduced the seminal work [HK93] that supports
multiple material layers by means of a first-order approximation
to single scattering events in the media and multiple scattering us-
ing a Monte Carlo simulation on discretized directions. Weidlich
and Wilkie provided a flexible and fast method [WW07] that used
a combination of the BSDFs at each interface with a simplified
transport assumption and no support for multiple scattering events.
While the results are plausible, the complex light paths that form
between and across the layers mandate the incorporation of com-
plex light transport algorithms instead of phenomenological meth-
ods to accurately model the material.

Jakob and colleagues provided a robust framework [JdJM14]
that allowed to compose aggregate scattering behaviors for lay-
ered materials with different layer components using the adding-
doubling method [vdH80] in a frequency-space representation.
Follow-up work [ZJ18] extends the framework to anisotropic in-
terfaces. While these methods offer high performance and are ac-
curate, their main drawback is that they rely on potentially large
precomputed data for a fixed set of parameters, making them virtu-
ally unsuitable for modeling arbitrary spatially-varying properties
present in complex layered materials. Our method does not require
precomputation, does not rely on basis space expansions and seam-
lessly supports spatial variation of all parameters.

Belcour presents a statistical model of layered light trans-
port [Bel18] that operates on first- and second-order moments us-
ing a novel adding-doubling scheme. Their resulting approxima-
tion uses a mixture of GGX [WMLT07] lobes, yielding a high-
performance solution for isotropic GGX BSDFs with moderate
roughness. Our method does not approximate any transport, is not
restricted to distribution-specific isotropic interfaces and supports a
wider range of (potentially spatially-varying) parameters.

Explicit Simulation. A naïve way to treat layered materials could
explicitly model the layers’ geometry, solving transport without
any disambiguation of micro- and macro-level scattering. Such an
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Figure 3: Rendering complex layered materials with explicit geometric models for the layers is impractical (top left). We instead perform a
separate microscale light transport simulation inside the material, correctly simulating the multi-layer surface and volume scattering effects
– orders of magnitudes faster than an explicit model – including multi-scale subpixel antialiasing due to high-frequency spatial variations in
the micronormals, interface roughnesses and volumetric scattering/absorption parameters.

approach would be prohibitively costly while not exploiting any of
the structure inherent to such layered materials (Figure 3).

Our approach is most similar to Guo et al.’s method [GHZ18],
consisting of a path-space simplification tailored to the layered ma-
terial context. Here, transport is modeled in a position-free man-
ner, where tangential translation is ignored. This method employs a
bidirectional estimator for multi-layer transport, however, we will
show that a full multiple importance sampled bidirectional method
is not necessary to effectively simulate layered light transport. In-
stead, we will tailor our subsurface path construction to only form
those subpaths contributing to low-variance transport estimates –
simplifying implementation and improving performance.

Advanced Sampling. Bidirectional path tracing (BDPT) [LW93,
VG95a] improves robustness by combining sensor and light sub-
paths using Multiple Importance Sampling (MIS) [VG95b]. BDPT
is particularly effective when variance reduction is due to asym-
metries in the effectiveness of sensor and light subpath sam-
pling; in the position-free formulation, however, these asymme-
tries are not present (i.e., importance and radiance are symmet-
ric). VCM/UPS [HPJ12, GKDS12] techniques combined density
estimators and BDPT to further improve robustness when non-
separable paths are present. However, this type of path is non-
existent in the position-free formulation as it is always possi-
ble to “move” path vertices horizontally to discard delta interac-
tions. The same reasoning applies for Manifold Next-Event Esti-
mation [HDF15] where the use of Manifold Exploration [JM12] to
solve the Dirac function analytically becomes unnecessary.

3. Position-free Layered Formulation

Guo et al. [GHZ18] introduced the position-free formulation that
simplifies the light transport inside the material by using depth-
direction –instead of position-direction– dependent paths. Its flex-
ibility allows it to accurately model a large variety of layered ma-
terials as a BSDF. This approach admits Monte Carlo solutions for
simulating light transport interactions within the material. We will
review the fundamentals of this theory and highlight important as-
pects that motivate our more effective path sampling strategies as
opposed to sophisticated, e.g., bidirectional, estimators.

3.1. Light Transport and Assumptions

The path integral formulation [Vea97] models light’s interactions
in an environment in the form of an integral over light paths,

I =
∫
P

f (x̄)dµ(x̄) (1)

where Pk = {x̄ |x0x1 . . .xk} is the set of length-k paths with scat-
tering vertices xi, P =

⋃∞
k=1Pk is the set of transport paths of all

lengths, µ is a measure on this space of paths, and f is called the
measurement contribution function.

We could apply this formulation to layered materials by ex-
plicitly modeling the geometry of each layer as separate ob-
jects in the scene before applying, e.g., Monte Carlo path tracing
(Figure 3, middle). This is inefficient since surface scattering inter-
actions may now require additional ray-tracing acceleration struc-
tures, and no macro- vs. microscale disambiguation is leveraged.
Moreover, this integration process remains agnostic to the context
of a material’s layered structure, and so it cannot explicitly exploit
this structure to more intelligently construct light transport paths.
For example, direct illumination-like evaluations will not treat un-
derlying layers that are occluded by overlying layers, increasing the
variance of such paths (Figure 3, left).

Complex Layered Materials. A layered material consists of a set
of stacked parallel slabs, each with an associated BSDF (interface
layer) and/or participating medium, as in Figure 2. We treat in-
terfaces with high-frequency, spatially-varying: anisotropic rough-
ness, indexes of refraction, specular coefficients and micro-normal
variation. Medium layers can have isotropic or anisotropic phase
functions and spatially-varying scattering/absorption coefficients.

Similar to previous work, we assume a far-field approximation
in which incoming and outgoing directions are consider to be lo-
cated at the same point. Despite the small displacement between
these points, the relative distances from the camera and light source
with respect to the layer thickness make this a reasonable assump-
tion. This significantly simplifies the light transport problem as the
spatially-varying properties of the layers are assumed to remain
constant at the evaluation point. Moreover, we do not rely on any
acceleration structure for computing intersections as all the inter-
faces are parallel and it suffices to track depth. The effect of this
assumption can be assessed by comparing images with those ob-
tained by performing a full simulation (Figure 3).
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Figure 4: Macroscale path tracing through a model of the material
as, e.g., a set of independent layered objects (left), compared to the
same paths in the position-free formulation – i.e., where all events
are dependent on depth z for the given directions, being located at
the same horizontal (x,y) position. Eliminating tangential spatial-
variation in reflectance simplifies the layered BSSRDF to a BSDF.

Motivation. By using multiple analytic BSDF/phase function
models while accurately simulating light interactions, our method
offers a large panel of expressiveness. However, it is necessary to
use numerical estimates of light interactions inside the layered ma-
terial as there is no general analytical solution to model the inter-
actions of the different layers. Under the far-field assumption, the
formulation does not account for color bleeding or caustics pro-
duced from neighboring positions and their respective shading nor-
mals. Additionally, importance from the sensor or light sources is
symmetric inside this model, see Figure 5.

These observations indicate that a bidirectional method is unnec-
essary. We are going to exploit these properties to efficiently com-
pute the transport by intelligently sampling the paths using simpler
and less heavy weight methods.

3.2. Position-free Formulation

In the path integral formulation, path vertices implicitly include all
the directional information of a path. A position-free (i.e., depth-
direction) path parameterization, however, requires a change of
variables from path vertices to in/out-directions and depths. For ex-
ample, a path x̄ = ω0z1 ω1 z2 ω2 . . .zn ωn that enters the material
along direction ωi and exits along ωo has ω0 = ωi and ωn = ωo. To
represent vertex x j, ω j−1 and ω j correspond to the incoming and
outgoing directions at depth z j inside the layered material. As such,
this reparameterization collapses all tangentially-translated paths
onto a single depth-direction configuration (Figure 4).

With this simplification, spatially-varying parameters at the
interfaces or participating media remain constant for any sin-
gle/fixed path sample, i.e., during Monte Carlo integration, with
their value(s) corresponding to those located at the incident surface
point.

Consider first a scattering event at depth z ∈ [0,d] inside one of
the participating media layers (with thickness d) of our material.
We define the radiance coming from direction ω as:

Lo(z,ω) = σs

∫ r(z,ω)

0
Ls(z∗,ω)Tr(σt ,z,z∗,ω)dz∗ (2)

where the integration bounds depend on whether we are in the pro-
cess of tracing a path into (z to d) or out of (0 to z) the material.
We encapsulate this subtlety by always integrating from 0 to r, and
determining the correct depth-length in the following way:

r(z,ω) =
{

z if cosθ > 0
d− z otherwise

where cosθ is the third Cartesian component of direction ω.

In depth-space, the transmittance term is defined for segments
between depths z and z∗ in the layer instead of the distance between
two points in three-dimensional space:

Tr(σt ,z,z∗,ω) = exp
(
−σt |z− z∗|/|cosθ|

)
(3)

and multiple scattering Ls with a phase function ρ is:

Ls(z∗,ω) =
∫

S2
Li(z
∗,ωi)ρ(ω,ωi)dωi . (4)

Finally, when the depth z is at a BSDF interface f z
s , we have:

Lo(z,ω) =
∫

S2
f z
s (ω,ωi) |cosθi|Li(z,ωi)dωi . (5)

We can resolve Equation 1 using Monte Carlo integration, starting
at the first surface interface and sampling surface and volume in-
teractions in-and-out of the layered material until we form a valid
transport path. Here, sampling a path is straightforward, but con-
straining the Monte Carlo process to start and finish along fixed
incident and outgoing directions (i.e., the ones required when eval-
uating the BSDF and PDF) is far more challenging. The manner in
which we build these paths determines both performance and vari-
ance. Unlike the state-of-the-art position-free technique [GHZ18]
we do not exhaustively sample all bidirectional path construction
techniques, instead, we use forward path tracing and make explicit
light connections across an arbitrary number of interface layers.

4. Efficient Estimator for Layered Materials

At the macroscopic scale, MIS-based path sampling algorithms es-
timate surface light transport as:

L(ωi)≈
︷︸︸︷
w1 Le(ωo)

fs(ωi,ωo)

p(ωo|ωi)︸ ︷︷ ︸+
︷︸︸︷
w2

Le(ωl)

p(ωl)
fs(ωi,ωl)︸ ︷︷ ︸ (6)

PDF Computation (Sec. 4.3)

Sampling (Sec. 4.2) Evaluation (Sec. 4.1)

where ωo and ωl are outgoing directions sampled according to
BSDF and light distributions, Le is the emitted luminance, w1 and
w2 are the MIS weights to blend the BSDF and light sampling
strategies. The strategies themselves involve computing the evalua-
tion and sample operations of the layered BSDF. Complementarily,
the probability to sample an outgoing direction given an incoming
direction is required to compute MIS weights. Note that we group
function and PDF evaluations as a quotient – i.e., fs/p and Le/p
– to disambiguate the distribution from which samples are drawn.
Moreover, our sampler computes this ratio directly, without inde-
pendently evaluating fs and p, ensuring unbiasedness.

We describe the design of an estimator that enables fast and prac-
tical evaluation for an arbitrary number of layers, illustrating the
main differences compared to Guo et al.’s bidirectional integrator.
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Figure 5: Visualizing the impact that different bidirectional sampling strategies have, across a 2D parameterization of many 3-interface-
2-media layered material configurations: (s, t) sampling strategies (yellow) are visualized – without MIS – across path lengths. For each
path length, more elaborate bidirectional strategies do not significantly reduce variance (red), relative to the simpler (s,1) strategies. The
variance’s uniformity across strategies indicates that bidirectional construction is not necessary for transport estimation in layered materials.

4.1. Evaluation

Any single evaluation of the layered BSDF fs (e.g., in a Monte
Carlo estimator for Equation 6) – for a fixed pair of incident and
outgoing directions – requires solving a nested integration problem
over the microscale and subsurface path subspace inside the layered
material. We denote this subspace by Pδ, and it is defined as the set
of all paths that go through the layered material, starting along ωi
and exiting along ωo.

This evaluation can thus be written as an integral over paths as:

fs(ωi,ωo) =
∫
Pδ

f (x̄)dµ(x̄) (7)

for which we can estimate a solution using Monte Carlo and the
position-free parameterization. Here, Guo et al.’s method [GHZ18]
employs a bidirectional estimator that exhaustively samples all
(s, t) strategies, combining them with MIS. Their method also elim-
inates the geometry factor by sampling directions at the subpath
endpoints proportional to their local scattering model (Figure 6).

Employing a bidirectional estimator in this setting is computa-
tionally wasteful for two key reasons: first, the different strategies
within a same path length do not exhibit variance reduction benefits
and indeed, some strategies occasionally increase it; and second,
the BDPT pyramid formed by all (s, t) strategies is symmetric.

We illustrate this behavior in Figure 5, across a wide variety of
surface and media scattering settings in a layered material. As is
evident here, the majority of the variance reduction in the Monte
Carlo estimate of Equation 7 is due only to a consistent subset of
these bidirectional strategies. As such, the gains of exhaustively
considering every bidirectional strategy does not justify the over-
head associated to their construction, let alone their combination
using MIS. We propose a more selective and efficient strategy.

Our Approach. Motivated by these empirical observations, we
design a path-based sampler that employs specialized multi-layer
next-event estimates. More precisely:

1. we trace a full path through (i.e., in and out of) the layered ma-
terial, starting along ωi, keeping track of every scattering vertex,

2. we sample directions, at each interface, along −ωo (i.e., a path
in the opposite direction), and

3. we use these directions to connect every vertex – explicitly with
next-event estimation – generated in #1.

In doing so, we are able to more efficiently support an arbitrary
number of layers (i.e., interfaces and media), each with potentially
high-frequency spatial variation in their scattering properties.

Performing connections in this way potentially leads to double
counting path contributions. To avoid this, we do not perform an
explicit connection if:

• the vertex we wish to connect from is located on an interface,
• that interface connects to the path arriving from −ωo, and
• the connection incurs a transmission event across the interface.

We illustrate this procedure in Figure 6.3, where we connect all
vertices except for the last two. We can interpret these last two ver-
tices as residing on the emitter, and the next event estimations as
performing explicit path tracing. Adding the emission of such ver-
tices yields an incorrect result, since emission has already been ac-
counted for in previous vertices (i.e., as direct illumination).

Discussion. Note that Guo et al. [GHZ18] also suggested the use
of a unidirectional method with next-event estimation for integrat-
ing light transport in layered materials. However, their next-event
estimation is only able to connect vertices that are directly visi-
ble from the top interface (i.e., vertices in the adjacent medium
or on the upper side of the second interface). For deeper layers,
they used a nested integrator to compute the outgoing direction and
the BSDF evaluation. The main motivation for this approach is to
avoid double counting light paths. Moreover, as they were perform-
ing next-event estimation, they need to compute the MIS weights
for each sampling technique. More specifically, if a vertex lies on
an interface represented by a nested model, making a connection
involves performing a sample, evaluation and two PDF computa-
tions of their model to make an MIS connection. This approach is
correct but introduces significant overhead which in turn makes it
uncompetitive against their own bidirectional estimator.

On the contrary, our approach generates one path for all layers
and performs next-event estimation explicitly without a nested ap-
proach. Specifically, we need only add path segments when form-
ing a connection, as opposed to grouping deep layers through a
combination of sampling, function evaluation and (two) PDF eval-
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1) Bidirectional estimators

a) Generations light subpaths b) Endpoints connections (one way)
3) Our unidirectional path tracer

Next-event estimationRecursive-nested evaluation

2) Guo et al's unidirectional 

path tracer

Figure 6: Various light transport sampling strategies in layered materials. Green checkmarks denote an explicit next-event connection that
exits the material along direction ωo. Guo et al.’s method traces two subpaths (left), then samples a direction and “virtually” translates
an endpoint to connect them (left middle). Guo et al.’s unidirectional strategy (right middle) can only make explicit connections to vertices
that are above the second interface, otherwise it requires an expensive recursive and nested sampling process along directions (ω̃i, ω̃o). Our
method estimates transport across all layers with a single path, improving efficiency and robustness (right).

uations over the nested material. When compared to Guo et al.’s
unidirectional method, our approach is very efficient and competes
favourably against more complicated estimators. As our approach
only considers a subset of bidirectional sampling strategies, this
simple but powerful algorithm allows our method to excel at com-
puting BSDF evaluations, as can be observed in the evaluation-only
comparison in Figure 7.

4.2. Sampling

Sampling an outgoing direction and computing the resulting sam-
pling weight (i.e., eval/PDF) is fairly straightforward. For this oper-
ation, only the incident direction is known and in this regard, our
approach and that in the state-of-the-art are equivalent.

More precisely, we generate a path through the material, with
initial direction ωi, using importance sampling at each scattering
event. Once the path exits the material, the sample is its outgoing
direction and its throughput is the sampling weight. One fundamen-
tal advantage of this approach is that the exact PDF of the sampled
direction is already included in the path throughput. This sampling
operation, coupled with our evaluation method (Section 4.1), leads
to two unbiased BSDF and light sampling estimators. We can com-
bine these estimators with MIS (Equation 6).

4.3. Probability Density Function

Modern Monte Carlo rendering techniques leverage MIS to ro-
bustly combine the BSDF and light sampling strategies in order to
reduce variance. At the macroscale level integrator, the one sample
value given by Equation 6 requires not only the evaluation of the
BSDF (Section 4.1) but also the evaluation of its probability den-
sity function, which appears two times within the strategy weights
w1 and w2. Just like evaluation, the PDF is also a nested integration
problem with the same domain Pδ.

The probability density function of the layered BSDF for an out-
going direction ωo given an incoming direction ωi is defined as:

p(ωo|ωi) =
∫
Pδ

P(x̄)dµ(x̄) (8)

where P(x̄) is the product of the sampling PDFs at each vertex and
along the segments in path x̄.

Estimating this integral is similar to the layered BSDF evalu-
ation and so we could readily replicate the procedure detailed in
Section 4.1; however, we can leverage the fact that these estimates
will be used exclusively for MIS weight computation to further ac-
celerate our approach. To do so, we will rely on an approximation
that resembles the true PDF but is much faster to estimate. Note
that the final estimator remains unbiased if the MIS weights:

1. are estimated using an independent sampling process [VG95b] –
namely, E[w0 f ]+E[w1 f ] = E[w0]E[ f ]+E[w1]E[ f ], and

2. have a normalized expected value of their sum, yielding
E[ f ](E[w0]+E[w1]) = E[ f ].

In practice, stochastically estimating the PDF violates condition #2
due to Jensen’s inequality [Cha87], however the error introduced is
constrained to MIS weights where its effect will become negligible
after combining the two unbiased estimators. To enforce condition
#1, we do not reuse paths from the evaluation or sampling processes
and, instead, resample paths with a new strategy described below.

Light sampling BSDF-Light MIS

Ours: 68spp Ours: 64spp

Guo et al.: 6spp Guo et al.: 9spp

Figure 7: Equal-time direct illumination with light (left) and mul-
tiple importance (right) sampling, comparing the effective cost of
material evaluations. Our method renders ∼ 11× more samples
using only light sampling. With MIS, we improved the sample-per-
pixel cost by a factor of ∼ 7×.
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Figure 8: Log-scale, 1-sample Monte Carlo estimates of the PDF:
our method (middle) and [GHZ18] (left). As expected, both meth-
ods yield the same PDF profile and similar variance, however ours
is 1.7× faster. The ground truth PDF (right) is very costly to com-
pute and has the same dominant features.

Guo et al. [GHZ18] optimize their implementation by:
• omitting scattering in participating media, since its impact on the

PDF profile is minimal, and
• restricting the maximum path length to the number of layers.

These simplifications can alter the PDF’s profile, yielding incor-
rect results. To mitigate these issues, their method adds a con-
stant/diffuse term to compensate for any missing transport. Doing
so also ensures a non-zero PDF, and their PDF estimator relies on
a bidirectional method similar to their BSDF evaluation.

Our Approach. We use a similar technique to the BSDF evalua-
tion (Section 4.1) following the approximations stated above. Aside
from being unidirectional, we benefit from using importance sam-
pling connections as opposed to local MIS connections as we found
that the benefits are minimal.

In Figure 8 we show a comparison between Guo et al.’s ap-
proximate PDF estimation using their bidirectional path tracer and
our efficient approximate PDF. Both techniques converge to the
same PDF shape. For lower and equal sampling count, our ap-
proach is significantly faster with marginally noisier results. Hav-
ing a fast PDF estimation method is essential for high-performance
light transport algorithms (Figure 7, right).

5. Results

We render our scenes in Mitsuba [Jak10] on a dual Intel Xeon Gold
6148 with 40 cores @ 2.4 GHz, reporting equal-time and equal-
quality render times (excluding scene loading) in Table 1. Refer-
ence images are rendered using Guo’s bidirectional method and a
high sampling rate.

Implementation Details. For rendering all our scenes, we fur-
ther tuned the evaluation method so that explicit connections be-
tween two interfaces are performed using MIS. When connecting
medium scattering events, we importance sample the connecting
interface and perform an evaluation of the phase function. Indeed,
in this case, the probability of sampling the correct direction with
the phase function is low, which results in low MIS weights in gen-
eral. The application of MIS for these vertices is trivial, but comes
at a computational cost particularly when dealing with dense scat-
tering media and long paths.

The simplicity of our implementation affords a 2 – 3× perfor-
mance gain over Guo’s implementation when sampling directions
proportional to the complex layered material. The reason of this
speedup is Guo et al.’s sampling code is shared with their bidirec-
tional and unidirectional estimator. This has the consequence that
unnecessary extra information is computed and stored for the unidi-
rectional sampling strategy. In contrast, while our implementation
also shares the tracing procedure, we use the unidirectional esti-
mator for all layered material procedures. Our implementation is
easier to maintain and allows low-level optimization.

Performance Analysis. We modified the RED MUG so that the top
layer had a higher roughness of α = 0.05 (Figure 7). This modifi-
cation is motivated by the poor performance of the light sampling
on smooth BSDFs. Without this modification, most of the variance
will come from the top layer, making the performance analysis
of this layered material impractical. The light sampling case only
uses the evaluation routine over the complex layered material. The
BSDF-Light MIS case (Equation 6) shows the performance of all
components of our method. We observe that our method outper-
forms the state-of-the-art methods by a large margin.

Equal-time Comparisons. The COFFEE TABLE scene is a closed
room environment with all lighting due to two area light windows
on the right. The orange layered material on the coffee machine
consists (from the bottom, up) of a diffuse interface followed by
a colored absorbing and scattering medium and a rough dielec-
tric interface (α = 0.001). The table’s layered material comprises
a normal-mapped diffuse interface with spatially-varying albedo,
followed by a thin absorbing and scattering medium, and a rough
dielectric surface interface (α = 0.15). The left and center mugs
have layered materials with a base, unit-albedo diffuse interface un-
derneath three (left) and two (center) layers of participating media,
one of which has spatial variation and an additional rough dielectric
interface (α = 0.001). The red mug has a high-frequency brushed
aluminum normal map base interface (α = 0.05) followed by two
dense colored absorbing and scattering media, and a rough dielec-
tric top interface (α= 0.001). Finally, the teapot’s layers comprise a
high-resolution normal-mapped metallic surface layer (α = 0.025),
followed by a uniform absorbing medium and a high-resolution
scratched normal map at the top-most surface interface.

The comparison matrix (Figure 9) compares our method to Guo
et al. [GHZ18] on their GLOBE scene and our CAR scene. The lay-
ered car paint mimics real-world compositions: a metallic base and
two coats of dense participating media – which contribute to an un-
derlying matte tone – followed by a clear/shiny coat. Error maps
illustrate the reduction in variance afforded by our method. Ta-
ble 1 similarly highlights our 1.8 – 3.4× improvement in MSE –
at equal-time and across every scene – compared to the state-of-
the-art. This improvement is due, in large part, to the 2.1 – 7.1×
reduction in per-sample cost. In summary, this leads to a 1.9 – 5.8×
effective performance gain in equal-quality comparisons.

Comparison to [Bel18]. We modify the COFFEE TABLE and
TEAPOT scenes (Figures 1 and 10) for equal-time comparisons –
replacing non-translucent interfaces with rough conductors, adjust-
ing roughness and media parameters, and removing features not

© 2020 The Author(s)
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SCENE

equal-time equal-quality
target Ours [GHZ18] per sample Ours [GHZ18] effective
time spp MSE spp MSE speedup spp time spp time speedup

COFFEE TABLE 12.33m 2048 1.00× 960 1.80× 2.13× 2048 12.33m 1860 23.70m 1.92×
RED MUG 14.61s 64 1.00× 9 3.42× 7.11× 64 14.61s 52 1.41m 5.79×
TEAPOT 1.49m 512 1.00× 104 3.01× 4.92× 1024 2.98m 720 10.83m 3.63×
GLOBE 10.46s 256 1.00× 59 2.62× 4.33× 1024 2.19m 680 8.77m 4.00×
CAR 15.89s 128 1.00× 37 2.68× 3.46× 1024 1.91m 1010 6.32m 3.31×

Table 1: Equal-time and equal-quality performance breakdown for our scenes.
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Figure 9: Equal-time comparison to [GHZ18], visualizing absolute difference w.r.t. converged renders. Zoom-ins highlight regions where
layered materials are both direct and indirectly visible.

supported by Belcour’s method, like normal maps. Their approxi-
mation is sample efficient (2× more than ours), but at a significant
loss of detail compared to renderings on the unmodified scenes.

6. Conclusion and Future Work

We presented an efficient position-free path-based approach for
evaluating the contribution of – and sampling directly from – com-
plex layered materials. Our method supports transport effects due to
arbitrary high-frequency spatial variation of reflectance and micro-
geometry properties at the layer interfaces, as well as anisotropic
participating media between these interfaces. By only construct-
ing a subset of bidirectionally-constructed light transport paths that
contribute most to the aggregate multi-layer reflectance, we con-
sistently outperform the state-of-the-art across a variety of chal-
lenging material configurations. As a result, our implementation –
which we will release as an open-source plugin to the MITSUBA

renderer [Jak10] – is more compact, relying on fewer data struc-
tures and simple path-construction logic.

Our method inherits some limitations, the most important of
which is its lack of support for delta reflectance and/or transmit-
tance distribution profiles at the layer interfaces. Due to the manner
in which we form our subsurface light transport paths, we cannot
support such distributions in general without fundamentally chang-
ing our connection strategy. In practice, we use interfaces with very
low roughness values to form “near-delta” distributions. In addition
to addressing this limitation, two interesting avenues of future work
would be to incorporate a multi-scale wave optics model based on
thin layers (motivated in part by recent work [YHW∗18]), and to
more explicitly treat indirect lighting contributions due to thicker
heterogeneous media between the layers [GKH∗13].
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